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Abstract: The aircraft cabin and boarding procedures are steadily increasing focus points for both
aircraft manufacturers and airlines, as they play a key part in the customer experience. In the German
research project AVACON (AdVAnced Aircraft CONcepts), the boarding procedure is assessed using
the PAXelerate boarding simulation. As the project demands an increased level of detail concerning
the passenger movement model, this publication introduces an improved methodology. Additions to
the model include the development of a method capable of describing the passenger walking speed
in dependence of the surrounding objects, their proximity as well as the location of other passengers
within the cabin. The validation of the model is performed using the AVACON research baseline
and an Airbus A320. The model is then applied to an altered version of the Airbus A320 with an
extended aisle and to a COVID-19 safe distance scenario. Regarding the results, an extended aisle
width delivers boarding times reduced by up to 3%, whereas the COVID-19 assessment delivers a 67%
increase in boarding times. Concluding, the integration of the newly developed model empowers
PAXelerate to simulate a more detailed boarding process and enables a better understanding of the
influence of cabin layout changes to an aircraft’s boarding performance.
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1. Motivation

The aircraft cabin is steadily becoming more important for both aircraft manufacturers and airlines,
as it is the most prominent aspect of an aircraft that passengers are in contact with during a commercial
flight. In regards to this, the boarding performance of an aircraft plays a key part in the customer
experience and enables cost saving potential by reducing the critical path and thus turnaround time at
the airport [1,2].

An important aspect of today’s aircraft operational research is optimizing the boarding procedure
and uncovering options for a reduction in boarding time while increasing passenger comfort throughout
the process [2–4]. In alignment with this focus, the boarding process is assessed during the course of the
German research project “AdVanced Aircraft CONcepts” (AVACON). The project’s target is to develop
a mid-range aircraft concept with a projected entry into service in the year 2028 [5]. A secondary target
is to strengthen the interdisciplinary connections within the German aerospace industry.

Throughout the course of the project, multiple design iterations of the aircraft concept are
performed. For each of these concepts, the boarding process performance of the corresponding cabin
layout has to be assessed. To do so, Bauhaus Luftfahrt is applying the PAXelerate boarding simulation
tool to the different cabin concepts. As the project demands a greater level of detail for PAXelerate
regarding the passenger movement, a novel methodology was both created and implemented into
PAXelerate and is now introduced in the scope of this publication.
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In order to assess different cabin layout modifications and changes to the passenger behavior
throughout the project, it is required to model the passenger movement in more detail than previously.
Especially the location of cabin monuments (e.g., lavatories, galleys, or cabin dividers) and their
respective impact as well as other passengers within the cabin are of increased interest. The target
is thus to develop a model capable of describing the passenger walking speed depending on the
surrounding objects and their proximity. Other passengers walking ahead or already seated and their
influence on moving passengers are also taken into consideration. The following Figure 1 depicts the
modelling approach for this problem. It is based on the fundamental assumption that every object in
proximity of the passenger, its dimensions as well as its location in relation to a walking human affects
the resulting walking speed. The challenges of this modelling approach are, as depicted in Figure 1,
the determination and modelling of the influence of all objects such as arm rests of seats, overhead bins,
the ceiling as well as other passengers already seated or preceding the walking passenger. Specifically,
the strength and range of these different influences as well as their interaction with each other has to be
determined and properly dimensioned.
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Figure 1. Schematic highlighting the influence of all surrounding objects and passengers on a walking
passenger as the basic concept behind the modelling approach.

In recent developments, the global COVID-19 pandemic has also put the spotlight on the aircraft
cabin and the health risks its passengers are exposed to. These risks are especially high during the
boarding and de-boarding procedures where moving passengers walk within close proximity of each
other. This is why airlines have introduced several measures that aim to reduce these risks by requiring
masks at all times [6], reducing on-board catering options, and restricting passenger movement during
flight [7]. During the boarding specifically, passengers are asked to keep a safe distance while queueing
and to adhere to the given boarding sequence (e.g., boarding in zones) [8]. Prior to cabin entry,
a mandatory temperature screening or even a COVID-19 test can be required [9]. All these measures
can increase the turnaround time of a typical aircraft by up to 15 min [10].

This situation has triggered research interest in different aspects of the boarding process and
their implication on the infection risk of passengers. For example, different suggestions regarding the
boarding strategy have emerged. These include back-to-front [10] or window-to-aisle boarding [11],
a new reverse pyramid boarding [12] as well as restrictions to hand luggage and a safe distance between
passengers [13].

The target for the new movement model of PAXelerate is to enable a more precise boarding
process simulation, taking into account the aircraft cabin geometry and other passengers in proximity.
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Furthermore, it aims to provide a better control over the passenger walking behavior itself. These aspects
will advance the new movement model compared to the previous implementation and can enable
PAXelerate to contribute to the understanding of a future pandemic-proof boarding scenario.

2. Literature Review

Passenger flow simulations are the preferred tool for assessing and optimizing congested and
crowded areas with regard to fast movement and safety. The following is an examination and
assessment of various simulation frameworks regarding their implementation of passenger walking
speed calculation depending on the environment and other people. Depending on the research purpose
of the simulations, the concepts differ strongly. This is especially true concerning the modelling of
human movement within the environment. Therefore, simulations focusing on the boarding of aircrafts
are covered first.

An overview of existing passenger flow simulation frameworks focusing on an aircraft and
terminal application is listed in Table 1 below. Aspects of the simulation by Fuchte as well as MASim
by Richter found application in the development of PAXelerate.

Table 1. Overview of existing passenger flow simulation frameworks [14].

Name Author Year Purpose Simulation Type

Cast Cabin Airport Research Center [15] - Aircraft boarding Agent-based
MASim Richter [16] 2007 Aircraft boarding Agent-based
PEDS Marelli et. Al. [17] 2008 Aircraft boarding Cellular automaton

- Schultz [18] 2010 Airport terminal Discrete event simulation
TOMICS DLR [19] 2011 Aircraft boarding Agent-based

- Fuchte [20] 2014 Aircraft boarding Agent-based
airExodus Fire safety engineering group [21] 2015 Aircraft evacuation Agent-based
PAXelerate Bauhaus Luftfahrt [14] 2016 Aircraft boarding Hybrid agent-based

All of these simulation frameworks are either not published or only available for commercial
use, thus preventing any examination of their passenger movement model. However, there are
other simulation types that include a detailed human movement model such as for simulations of
crowded places, e.g., events or public transport infrastructures. Depending on the particular situation,
different approaches to simulate humans interacting with the environment find application. Passenger
flows at events such as concerts, where many people move towards a common exit, are often modelled
following gas kinetic analogies, whereas simulations for public transport facilities use approaches with
a focus on the simulation of passengers as individuals [22]. In addition, these simulations vary in
their modelling of the environment and the shape of the human body [23]. Finally, video recordings
are applied to derive parameters or attributes of human individuals and surroundings from real-life
tests [24].

2.1. Categorization

In general, simulation models can be categorized depending on their characteristics. This includes
distinguishing between macroscopic and microscopic as well as discrete and continuous models [25].
Rather than modelling the behavior of each individual, macroscopic simulations model the passenger
flow as a whole [22]. In contrast, microscopic models calculate no overall states of passenger flows,
but rather simulate every passenger as an individual. An overview of the different model types can be
seen in the following Table 2.
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Table 2. Overview of different passenger simulation types.

Macroscopic
Simulation

Microscopic Simulation

Social Force Model Cellular Automaton Agent-Based

Foundation

Partial differential
equations describe
variables such as
density, speed and
flow [26].

Individual modelling of passengers and characteristics. Models differ in
modelling of interactions between individuals and the environment as well as the
level of spatial discretization and modelling depth. [26]

Passenger behavior is
modelled by motion
equations [27].
The individual is
acting based on
external forces. The
walking speed
depends on the sum of
all external forces [22].

Discretization of space
(rectangular or
hexagonal cells) and
time. Walking behavior
is defined by rules and
states for each cell [26].
Movement directions are
limited. All passengers
are modelled the same.

Autonomously acting
agents with specific
characteristics such as
gender or age that interact
with one another.
Pathfinding and
movement are derived by
unique characteristics.
Agents often have a cost
minimization target. [22]

Human Model

Analogies from fluid
dynamic particle
flows with circular
body shape.

Modelled in a
continuous space in
the shape of flat disks.

Modelled as single or
multi cell sized. Shape
can be rectangle or
hexagon if multi cell
shaped. [22]

Passenger models are not
bound to specific concepts
of spatial discretization or
continuous spaces.

2.2. Obstacle Interaction

There are different existing concepts for passenger-obstacle interactions in passenger flow
simulations [28]. In social force models, the interaction between passengers and obstacles (e.g., seats,
galleys or lavatories) is modelled using forces that act on the passenger. The driving forces for a
desired walking speed and the attraction towards a goal are superimposed by braking forces of
nearby obstacles.

Regarding cellular automata, a cell is only blocked by one passenger or obstacle at a time. Thus,
a passenger cannot make a step on a cell occupied by an obstacle. Passengers can however access a cell
next to an obstacle. To prevent this, an influence area around obstacles can be introduced by combining
a cellular automaton and a social force model [22]. Here, forces that would act on a passenger are
converted into potential fields around obstacles that decline with increased distance. The passenger
walking speed and direction can then be adapted according to this potential.

Other models use velocity-based approaches adapted from computer graphics and animations
to anticipate collisions between passengers and obstacles by using speed vectors to recognize
possible conflicts and adapt the vectors accordingly. Other approaches calculate three-dimensional
distances, sometimes only in the field of vision of a passenger, to detect obstacles and avoid collisions.
These methods require more computing power than the aforementioned methods [28].

To achieve the most realistic results, the behavior of passengers close to obstacles can also
be assessed using real-life experiments. This may include the reaction time from the perception
of an obstacle in a certain distance to initiating an avoidance maneuver. To simplify test setups,
these assessments could also be conducted with the aid of virtual reality [29].

2.3. Passenger Interaction

Passenger interaction is based on the same concepts as obstacle interaction. However, forces,
potentials, or three-dimensional distances are not only calculated for static objects but for moving
passengers. This requires a recalculation after each location change as well as in the integration of
novel aspects such as overtaking. Additionally, interactions between two passengers are not restricted
to collision avoidance. Weidmann [30] discusses the influence of passenger density on walking speed.
The relation between walking speed and density can be explained by the two effects of maintaining
personal space and speed as function of step length and frequency.
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Passengers demand personal space free of other individuals (and objects) for comfort [29]. To keep
this personal space free, passengers tend to evenly spread over a given space and prefer to reduce their
walking speed rather than compromising their personal space.

The walking speed is a function of individual step length and frequency of steps [30]. With increasing
density, the available space for each passenger decreases. The step length and/or frequency will be reduced
and walking speed will decrease. Above a certain density, the remaining space for every passenger is just
sufficient to stand, but it is no longer possible to walk.

3. PAXelerate

After the introduction of different crowd simulation types and modelling approaches, this chapter
introduces the open-source passenger flow simulation PAXelerate [31]. It is based on a 2D agent-based
modelling approach with aspects of a cellular automaton (see Section 3.2). It has been developed by
Bauhaus Luftfahrt as a boarding assessment tool and provides fast and easy results for the boarding
performance of both conventional and novel cabin layouts. The underlying algorithm for the simulation
is called the cheapest path A Star and operates in a grid-based cabin representation [14,32].

3.1. General

For the AVACON project, support for the CPACS file format [33] has been integrated into
PAXelerate. This enables a fast import and integration of various aircraft concepts into the tool via an
interface. CPACS, which can “hold data from a variety of disciplines considered in an aircraft design
process” [34] is a common language for aircraft design and can contain information on the shape and
structure of the fuselage as well as the size and positioning of monuments and seats within the cabin.

PAXelerate comprises the CAFE cabin designer and simulation module (Figure 2), with the latter
one being the focus of this publication. It enables the batch simulation of cabin scenarios generated with
Monte Carlo based passenger and boarding properties and also contains movement and pathfinding
models. The cabin input required for the simulation is delivered by the cabin configurator module,
which allows for an import, modification and export of CPACS files. Additionally, common design
rules and CS25 conformability can be assessed.
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3.2. Current Movement Model

The currently implemented movement model of PAXelerate is based on a cellular automaton
approach with a grid of nodes, where each node contains various properties. The cabin is discretized
in the x-y-plane and the distance between neighboring nodes is currently set to 10 centimeters.
Other distances are configurable as well. This delivers a node grid with a 10 by 10 nodes per square
meter resolution of the cabin area along its width and length axis.

Each node contains properties defining its location comprising an x and y value as well as various
other parameters such as whether the node represents an obstacle or a passenger is currently located
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on the node. An obstacle represents an object within the cabin that interacts with a passenger during
the pathfinding and walking processes. This can be a galley, a lavatory, a seat or any other object
located on the cabin floor. Additionally, each node contains a value providing information on the
difficulty for a passenger to walk on the node. This is called the potential and makes the PAXelerate
movement model a hybrid of a social force model and a cellular automaton. Each object in the cabin is
surrounded by this potential with a linear gradient, creating a map. This motivates the passenger to
keep a distance to objects, as the difficulty of using these nodes is higher compared to nodes with a
larger distance to obstacles. The cheapest path, meaning the path with the lowest total sum of cost
potential in all nodes being used for walking, is determined by an A star algorithm operating with the
cheapest path condition.

The walking behavior of the passengers itself is modelled in a simplistic way, where the speed is
derived by an age-speed-distribution. After a delay with a duration of the theoretical time needed
to reach the next node position, the passenger object is moved one node ahead. No external factor
has any influence on the walking speed, but the size and amount of luggage a passenger is carrying
decreases the walking speed by a predetermined factor. A minimum distance to other passengers in
combination with a check if the next scheduled node plus the minimum distance is already occupied
delivers the decision to stop walking and wait for the preceding passenger to clear the path. Lastly,
an acceleration and deceleration procedure consisting of a basic linear equation influences the walking
speed when approaching the minimum distance mentioned above.

Summing up, the movement model in PAXelerate consists of an agent-based approach for the
modelling of passengers and their characteristics, while the movement itself is based on a cellular
automaton approach with a grid of nodes and discretized steps within the simulation bounds.
The obstacle avoidance aspects are derived from a social force model, creating a hybrid model,
as explained in Section 2.2.

4. Novel Movement Modelling Approach

For the AVACON project, a new approach advances the movement model previously implemented
in PAXelerate. The new design aims to calculate the walking speed of a passenger within the cabin as
a function of its surroundings and other passengers, as seen in Figure 1. Two challenges have been
identified in this regard, with the first being the modelling of the impact of three-dimensional objects
on the walking speed of passengers at every moment and every position within the cabin. The second
challenge is the modelling of the influence of other, already seated and walking, passengers within the
cabin environment on the walking speed. The following sections will give an overview of both aspects
of the novel model.

4.1. Methodology

Ideally, the distance between each geometry surface of every element within the cabin and the
passenger itself has to be calculated at every time step of the simulation in order to get an exact
measurement of the surroundings of a passenger. The problem therein is the immense computational
effort required to calculate 3D distances of every object surface to every passenger as well as all
passengers amongst each other. As the procedure has to be repeated for every time step, there is
a need for a more simplified approach, which can reduce the calculation effort by increased model
abstraction, while yielding sufficient information for a reasonably accurate simulation. The solution to
this problem lies in the structure of the PAXelerate boarding simulation, which consists of a discretized
cabin area built out of a grid of nodes. As these nodes represent a specific location, each node can also
contain the distance information to the closest cabin monument. It is thus possible to pre-calculate the
distance of every node within the cabin to the closest monument in advance of a batch simulation,
thereby reducing the required number of calculations to just one. This can be done given that no cabin
monument changes position throughout the simulation loops.
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Concerning the model abstraction, an additional measure has been taken. Looking at the human
body, four distinctive elements of the human body were defined for modeling the influence on a
human’s walking behavior in a constricted space. Those body parts are the knee, hip, shoulder and
head, each positioned at a different height and each exposed to a different layout of the cabin at the
respective height. As listed in Table 3 below, the cabin model is thus in a first step divided into four
layers, with each layer comprising of a different grid of nodes and each representing the cabin and the
containing objects at a specific height above the cabin floor. The lower three layers contain information
on the position and size of cabin monuments at the specific height, whereas the upper ceiling layer
contains information about the cabin ceiling height as well as the size and position of the overhead bins.

Table 3. Division of the cabin into multiple layers.

Layer Name Start Height [m] End Height [m] Purpose

Ground layer 0.0 0.65 Passenger and
object modellingMid layer 0.65 1.10

Top layer 1.10 Cabin height
Ceiling layer - - Ceiling contour

The selection of the different heights is based on four neuralgic body parts of the human body
during walking. This includes the knee in the ground layer, the waist in the mid layer as well as the
shoulders and head in the top layer. The height of the layers is designed to surround the specific
neuralgic point, based on average human body dimensions as seen in Table 4 and in relation with the
given cabin elements such as seat objects.

Table 4. Neuralgic human body points [35].

Body Point Mean Height Female [m] Mean Height Male [m] Layer

Knees 0.46 0.50 Ground
Waist 0.84 0.89 Mid

Shoulders 1.33 1.44 Top

4.2. Modelling of Passengers

Inside the grid-based cabin layout of the PAXelerate boarding simulation, passengers are modelled
as discretized rectangular shapes. At each of the different heights of the three modelling layers,
the passenger is represented with a different size within the grid. As can be seen in Figure 3 below,
the top layer body shape consists of the shoulder dimensions, the mid layer consists of the waist width
and depth and the ground layer contains the knee width and depth. All values are based on the data
seen in Table 5 below.

Table 5. Neuralgic human body points [35] (* estimated).

Body Layer Width [m] Depth [m]

Female Male Female Male

Knees *
Mean 0.34 0.34 0.22 0.24

deviation 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02

Waist
Mean 0.3427 0.3418 0.2271 0.2486

deviation 0.0224 0.0203 0.021 0.0207

Shoulders
Mean 0.4301 0.4912 0.2394 0.2432

deviation 0.023 0.026 0.0211 0.0215
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The values used in the simulation are, as PAXelerate uses a Monte Carlo approach for all
anthropometric data, generated individually for each passenger from the mean and deviation values
of a normal distribution.

A potential carry-on luggage is amended to the human body at respective height layer (see luggage
nodes in Figure 3 above). The luggage options currently implemented contain a backpack extending
the shoulder and waist depth and a shoulder bag extending waist width. Additionally, the options
contain a cabin trolley extending the knee depth backwards if pulled or in front if pushed. Lastly,
a combination of multiple carry-on luggage items is also taken into account.

During the course of the boarding simulation, the carry-on luggage is considered an integral part
of the human body up to the point of luggage stowing. Additionally, every luggage carried by the
passenger decreases the walking speed by a certain factor.

4.3. Modelling of Cabin Monuments

The following Figure 4 highlights the seat dimensions used for the discretized shape of cabin
seats at the different height layers. As the width of a seat is almost identical at the armrest and floor
level, the same dimension is used for the lower two layers. The top width is smaller due to the
slimmer backrest dimensions. Considering the depth of the seats, each layer has a different dimension,
beginning at the floor level with the base footprint size, continuing to the middle layer, where the
armrest dimension is critical and ending at the top width of the seat, consisting of the backrest depth.Aerospace 2020, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 22 
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Figure 5 depicts the transition of the cabin seat into a discretized rectangle inside the PAXelerate
node grid for each of the different layers. All other cabin monuments such as lavatories or galleys are
modelled in the same way. However, monuments with a vertical wall are modelled with the same
dimensions in each of the layers. The overhead bins are not considered cabin monuments and are thus
not included in this modelling approach but rather dealt with in a separate fashion as described in a
later section.
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4.3.1. Influence Area of Cabin Monuments

In order to estimate the effect of the distance of objects to a passenger, each cabin monument
inside the simulation grid is surrounded by a potential ϕnode, creating a so-called influence area
(see Equation (1)). This is the core method of reducing the computation effort by pre-calculating the
linear distance between objects for each simulation step. This is feasible, as each node knows its own
position to the closest object in advance. A passenger walking through the nodes within this influence
area will decrease their walking speed depending on the node’s properties and the pre-calculated
distance value dclosest stored within the node. The potential correlates to the linear interpolation between
ϕmin and ϕmax in dependence of the inverse distance to the object.

ϕnode(d) = f (dclosest,ϕmin, ϕmax) (1)

The value of ϕmin and ϕmax were chosen in order to comply with boarding times published
by Airbus [36] or parameters extracted form video sequences by Steiner and Philipp [37]. In fact,
it requires real-life experiments to determine the detailed impact of different obstacle types on passenger
walking speed.

As can be seen in Figure 6 below, the potential is cut off at a specific distance dthreshold of the object.
This is based on the assumption that after surpassing a given distance, no effect on the walking speed
can be detected and thus a computation and storing of these values is obsolete and would reduce the
computation performance.
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Figure 7 shows the potentials surrounding a group of seats at two different heights, one representing
the lower parts of the seats and one representing only the backrests and their surrounding potential area.
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Figure 7. Exemplary potential around a group of seats.

The only time this node grid changes throughout a simulation is when a passenger is seated
onto a seat. This increases the potential surrounding the respective seat by raising the ϕmax value,
thus integrating effects on the walking behavior of passengers by others already seated.

4.3.2. Modelling of the Overhead Bins and Ceiling

The ceiling layer is similar to other layers but further includes the ceiling height at a certain
location as highlighted in Figure 8. The head and shoulder clearances are thus additionally stored at
each node covered by the ceiling-layer.
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4.3.3. Calculating the Effect of Close Objects on the Walking Speed

At first, the sum of all potentials that act on a passenger while walking over a node is calculated
for each step. All nodes occupied by the passenger, as seen in Figure 3, represent the current position
of the passenger. Each node can have a certain potential ϕnode in each layer from nearby objects
(see Figure 6). These potentials are first summed up over all occupied nodes of one layer and then over
all layers from i = 0 . . . n, where n is the amount of layers in the model. Finally, the mean potential
ϕObstacle is calculated by dividing this sum by the total number of nodes Nobstacle occupied in all layers
(see Equation (2)). This results in a potential ϕObstacle averaged over all nodes in all layers occupied by
a passenger.

ϕObstacle =

∑n
i= 0 (

∑
ϕnode,i

)∑n
i= 0 Nobstacle.i

. (2)

The same equation covers the low ceiling and overhead bin effects, but additionally the vertical
distance between head, shoulders, and ceiling is considered within the function for ϕCeiling as well.
The sum ofϕObstacle from Equation (2) and the potential of the ceilingϕCeiling is divided by the maximum
potential ϕmax defined in Section 4.3.1 (see Equation (3)). This value is then subtracted from 1 and
multiplied with the free walking speed vo (see Section 4.4.1). This results in the walking speed with
obstacle interference vobstacle.

vobstacle = vo ∗

(
1 −

ϕObstacle + ϕCeiling

ϕmax

)
. (3)

4.4. Impact of Passengers

4.4.1. Fundamental Relations

The modelling of the interaction between passengers and their impact on the walking speed
is derived from the social force and cellular automaton hybrid approach explained in Section 3.
In general, the walking speed of a human in a crowded area—where free, unrestricted walking is not
possible—depends on the crowd density. This approach is based on the so-called fundamental diagram
by Weidmann [30] as described in Section 2.3. The diagram is based on the following Equation (4),
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where vo = 1.34 m/s is the free walking speed and ρhuman, max = 5.4 m−2 is the density of humans at
which a standstill occurs.

v (ρhuman) = v0 ∗

{
1 − exp

[
−1.913 ∗

(
1

ρhuman
−

1
ρhuman, max

)]}
. (4)

The resulting graph, depicting the walking speed in dependence of the density of people per
square meter, can be seen in Figure 9. As depicted, the walking speed reaches zero at a density
of 5.4 people per square meter, resulting in a standstill. Free walking speed is maintained up to a
density of roughly 0.4 people per square meter, after which a steeper decrease in walking speed can
be observed.
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Figure 9. Walking speed in dependence of crowd density according to [30].

Generally, there are other implementations of a walking speed and human density dependency
such as for example the one used by Richter [16] and seen in the following Equation (5). The model
introduced in this paper however is based on the concepts introduced by Weidmann as his model has
no case differentiation and consists of a single continuous equation.

v (ρhuman) = v0 ∗

 1, ρhuman < 0.8 m−2(
0.032 ∗ ρ2

human − 0.37 ∗ ρhuman + 1.27
)
, ρhuman ≥ 0.8 m−2 (5)

4.4.2. Transition to Model for PAXelerate

As shown in Equation (4), the passenger density ρhuman inside the cabin is the only unknown
variable that has to be determined. A widespread approach is to divide the simulated area into smaller
parts and calculate the passenger density by dividing that area by the number of passengers inside [16].
However, this force-based approach of applying a walking speed depending on an external variable
contradicts the principle of independence of each passenger in PAXelerate’s agent-based approach.

Furthermore, today’s aircraft cabins usually offer narrow corridors for walking, which are often
too tight to allow overtaking or counterflow. Future cabin layouts are, excluding modifiable seat
designs which can temporarily alter the aisle width [38], unlikely to increase aisle widths due to space
and cost considerations. Additionally, passengers always prefer lane formation when walking in the
same direction such as in aircraft cabins [27].

Due to this lane formation, a passenger is mainly influenced by the others walking directly ahead.
Other passengers any further ahead or behind have no direct influence on the walking speed, as they
are not directly perceived. Looking at a passenger individually, the critical area concerning crowd
density effects and thus the area in which a passenger perceives others is solely the area directly in
front. Consequently, the distance to the passenger in front determines the density experienced when
walking in lane formation. The density can ultimately be seen as the free space in front of a passenger.
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If this space decreases, a passenger has to adapt the step size and slows down to avoid approaching
the passenger ahead. The area of such as personal space is equal to the reciprocal of the density as seen
in Equation (6).

Apersonal =
1

ρhuman
. (6)

Using the model of Weidmann and his assumptions regarding the needed lateral space while
walking wlateral = 0.71 m, a rectangular personal area can be defined together with the distance in
walking direction d according to the following Equation (7).

Apersonal (d) = wlateral ∗ d. (7)

Using Equations (6) and (7), the following Equation (8) can be derived. This equation delivers a
dependency between the human density according to Weidmann and the personal space of a passenger.

ρ (d) =
1

Apersonal(d)
=

1
wlateral ∗ d

. (8)

When integrating Equation (8) into Equation (4), the following Equation (9) results. The corresponding
graph can be seen in Figure 10. It depicts the dependency between the distance to a preceding passenger
and the resulting walking speed.

vpassenger (d) = v0 ∗

{
1 − exp

[
−1.913 ∗

(
d ∗wlateral −

1
ρhuman, max

)]}
. (9)
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Figure 10. Walking speed in dependence of the distance to the preceding passenger.

The equation above also delivers the distance of dmin = 0.26 m, corresponding to a density
ρhuman = 5.4 m−2 and representing the minimum distance at which a standstill occurs. The curve is of
asymptotic nature for v0 = 1.34 m/s, where 95% of v0 are reached at dmax = 2.47 m and 99% of v0 are
reached at d = 3.65 m. For performance and simplification reasons, the maximum considered distance
for a potential influence of preceding passengers is thus selected to be at the 95% v0 line. The two
values of maximum and minimum influencing distance result in the rectangular of Figure 11 below.
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Combining the information from Equation (9) as well as Figures 10 and 11, a passenger is in the
free walking mode and is not influenced by any preceding passengers on the same path up to a distance
of 2.47 m. This is explained by the fact that up to a distance d of greater than 2.47 m, the resulting
vpassenger of Equation (9) is nearly constant. From 2.47 m down to a distance of 0.26 m, the walking
speed will gradually slow down according to Equation (9). This can also be seen in the transition from
a low to a high impact on the walking speed as seen in Figure 11. At a distance of 0.26 m, vpassenger of
Equation (9) equals 0 and the passenger comes to a standstill until the passenger in front increases the
distance beyond the threshold.

4.4.3. Implementation of Model into PAXelerate

The shape, position, and personal influencing area of a passenger is saved in a discretized way,
as seen in Figure 11. The influence area is saved by applying a potential in the same way as for obstacles
to each node within the rectangle. A node can save the potential of more than one passenger. If a
passenger steps on a node that is part of such an influence area of other passengers, the speed factor
is calculated according to Equation (9) if both passengers are walking. If the preceding passenger is
already seated, the potential is rather used for the calculation of the factor and the other passenger is
regarded as an obstacle. If different passengers have an influence on the current position, the most
influencing passenger is determined by algorithms searching for the highest potential and considering
the current orientation of the involved passengers. The speed factor is calculated only once by
calculating an average footprint shape and not for each layer separately.

4.5. Model Summary

Information about nearby obstacles and influencing passengers are saved as a property for each
node. At each step, the effects of nearby objects and other passengers on the walking speed are
calculated separately. Finally, as seen in Equation (10), the lower speed, hence the higher and more
influential speed factor is chosen to calculate the walking speed for the next step.

vcurrent = min
(
vobstacle

∣∣∣ vpassenger
)
. (10)

Generally, the approach chosen for the movement model was selected because it builds on the
foundation of PAXelerate as a hybrid cellular automaton and agent-based simulation. The obstacle
interaction is based on a social force approach and the interaction between passengers in the constricted
aisle is based on an adapted walking speed and human density relation. Finally, the following Table 6
provides an overview of changes to PAXelerate regarding the new movement model implementation.
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Table 6. Comparison of old and new passenger model in PAXelerate.

Aspect Old Model New Model Section

Model dimensions 2D cabin floor 3D cabin using multiple stacked
2D layers Section 4.1

Passenger shape 2D rectangle
Distinctive rectangle shape in each

stacked cabin layer at neuralgic
body points

Section 4.1

Movement model

“Stop and go” using free
walking speed when path is
unobstructed and stopping
when preceding passengers
reach a threshold distance

Adapted speed and crowd density
relation by Weidmann using the

personal space around individuals

Section 3.2,
Section 4.3

Influence of other
passengers Collision avoidance only

Walking speed is decreased by all
passengers in proximity,

depending on their state (seated,
standing, or walking)

Section 4.3

Obstacle influence
Considered only for collision
avoidance during initial path

finding process

Obstacles decrease walking speed
of passengers in their proximity
depending on obstacle shape in

each model layer

Section 4.2

5. Validation

This chapter presents the validation of the new movement model implemented for the AVACON
project and is introduced in this paper. It comprises of a default boarding simulation loop with default
passenger properties. As cabin layouts, the AVACON research baseline as well as an Airbus A320 type
aircraft are selected.

5.1. AVACON Research Baseline

The AVACON research baseline (ARB) is a mid-range aircraft and the foundation of the AVACON
project and is based on a Boeing 767 aircraft [5]. The corresponding cabin layout can be seen in
Figure 12 below. In a related paper regarding PAXelerate and the AVACON project, the PAXelerate
boarding simulation has been applied to this reference aircraft with a variety of different boarding
doors and strategies [39].
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Due to the Monte Carlo approach used for all passenger properties within PAXelerate
(see Section 4.2), the simulation is non-deterministic and rather delivers a normal distribution
of boarding time results. The following input parameters in Table 7 are used for the assessment of both
the old and new movement models using the ARB aircraft.

Table 7. Overview of the input parameters used in the boarding simulations.

Parameter Value Unit

Passengers 255 -
Discretized cabin grid resolution 10 × 10 Nodes per m2

Boarding doors Front left -
Number of simulation loops 100 -

Load factor 100 %
Boarding sequence Random -

Boarding rate 18 Passengers per minute
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The following Figure 13 shows the boarding time distribution of the two models. Each dot
represents a boarding time result for the respective model, whereas the bounds of the colored boxes
represent the 25th and the 75th percentile, respectively. A horizontal line within the boxes represents
the mean boarding time. For the old model, the execution of 100 simulation loops resulted in an
average boarding time of 16:27 (mm:ss) for this twin aisle aircraft with 252 seats and the standard
deviation accounted to 34 s. In comparison to this, the new version of PAXelerate incorporating the
novel movement model and keeping all other settings resulted in a boarding time of 20:56 with a
standard deviation of 54 s. This represents both longer boarding times compared to the previous
implementation as well as an increased simulation uncertainty as represented by an increased box
height in Figure 13 and an increased standard deviation. For reference, official boarding process
times for an Airbus A330 (which has a comparable cabin to the ARB) suggest ~25% higher values
compared to the old PAXelerate simulation [1]. The new results thus still lie within in an acceptable
range. A further investigation into the cause of this increase will be performed in the future, but the
fine-tuning of the model parameters for a single-aisle A320 style aircraft and the overall slowing of
passenger movement are expected to have a strong influence.
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As a statistical test for the results of the two boarding simulation models, the Welch two-sample
t-test has been chosen as both result samples are normally distributed (Shapiro-Wilk normality test)
but differ in their variance (f-test). The resulting p-value of <2.2 × 10−16 proves that the two models
and their respective boarding time results are significantly different.

5.2. Airbus A320

As mentioned, the model parameters were first calibrated and fine-tuned for an A320 style aircraft,
thus potentially explaining the deviations in the AVACON research baseline results. The parameters
and settings for this validation remain unchanged compared to Table 7, but the total number of
passengers in the cabin layout depicted in Figure 14 accounts to 180.Aerospace 2020, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 22 
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As highlighted by the boxes in Figure 15 below, the simulation of the previous model results in an
average boarding time of 15:36 with a standard deviation of 43 s using the old model. The new model
results in a boarding time of 16:26 with a standard deviation of 47 s. Using the Welch two-sample t-test
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for a statistical test, the p-value of 7.874 × 10−9 proves that the two models and their boarding time
results are significantly different. The results show that the new model increases the boarding times
slightly. This behavior is again explainable by the overall reduction in passenger movement speed due
to the new movement model.
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5.3. Summary

The following Table 8 highlights the results of the validation for both the AVACON research
baseline aircraft and the Airbus A320 type aircraft.

Table 8. Overview of the validation results.

Validation Case Source Mean Boarding Time (min) Standard Deviation [min]

AVACON ARB
Old model 16:27 00:34
New model 20:56 00:54

Airbus A330 Manufacturer data [1] ~25% higher than old model -

Airbus A320
Old model 15:36 00:43
New model 16:26 00:47

Manufacturer data [36] ~19 min -

The validation performed for this paper is able to show the applicability of the model to boarding
simulations and the ability to generate better results compared to the previous implementation as the
delta to official references decreases. In order to assess unconventional aircraft cabin concepts where
no existing data is available, real world experiments and measurements need be performed for the
determination of influence factors for the various cabin monuments. This can for example be done by
recording a boarding procedure at an airport [37] or even using virtual reality to get a more detailed
insight into humans moving within a virtual 3D cabin space [29].

6. Application and Implications

After the completed validation of the model for existing scenarios, PAXelerate can now be used
to look at a customization of the cabin layout or passenger behavior changes. The actual scenarios
assessed below include a modification of the aisle width and of the overhead bin location for an Airbus
A320. Concerning the passenger behavior, a currently relevant topic is the impact of COVID-19. As a
safe distance of 1.5 to 2.0 m to other people should be maintained at all times, this suggestion can also
be applied to the boarding process [40]. As the new model is capable of controlling this minimum
distance to preceding passengers, an initial assessment of the impact of such a regulation will be
performed below using an Airbus A320.

6.1. Changes to Cabin Geometry

The following assessment is based on a default Airbus A320 configuration. The modification to the
cabin consists of an increase in aisle width of 25% or 50%, respectively. This results in a corresponding
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shift of the overhead bin location as well as an increase in fuselage width. All model parameters except
the number of passengers remain the same compared to Table 7. The resulting average boarding time
of 50 iterations is 16:08 min with a standard deviation of 00:54 min for the 25% increase scenario and
15:55 min with a deviation of 00:55 for the 50% increase scenario. While the differences in the mean
boarding times for the 50% wider aisle are significant (Welch two sample t-test p-value = 0.002068),
the deviation in boarding times for the 25% wider aisle scenario is insignificant (p-value = 0.08598).

The slight decrease in average boarding times for the 50% change highlights the potential for an
increased aisle width, as passengers might feel less constricted in a wider aisle, thereby reducing the
mean boarding times by up to 3%. The effect of overtaking possibilities in combination with a wider
aisle has not been considered. The true impact of this aisle widening depends on the parameters used
in the potential of every node within the model. A deviation to the simulation result may thus occur
after real life experiments have been executed and tweaked parameter values have been integrated.
Nevertheless, the results indicate an effect of the altered cabin geometry on boarding times and lead
the way for the model to evolve and improve with future versions of PAXelerate.

6.2. Changes to Passenger Behavior

In order to assess the passenger movements due to the COVID-19 restrictions, the model is
adapted to include a minimum distance between passengers of dmin = 1.75 m, shifting the graph
of Equation (9) along the positive x-axis. All other properties remain unchanged compared to the
validation scenario of the A320. The decision for an Airbus A320 and against the ARB is because short
distance travel seems to be the likelier option for a reemerging commercial flight schedule in the short
term as intercontinental travel will be restricted for a longer period of time [41,42].

The average boarding time for 50 iterations is 27:30 min with a standard deviation of 1:19 min.
The significance of this deviation is proven by a Welch two sample t-test with a p-value of 2.2 ∗ 10−16.
This represents an increase in boarding times of 67.4% compared to the reference case presented in the
validation chapter. The reason for this increase is partly explainable by the reduction of simultaneous
actions being performed by passengers. Fewer passengers can stow luggage or enter the aircraft
per time step, as the distance between passengers is 6.5 times higher, resulting in increasing overall
boarding times. As the boarding process lies on the critical path of the turnaround process for most
scenarios [1], an increase in boarding times by this amount will lead to an extended airport turnaround
duration and a negative economic impact. This result highlights the risks and effects of the application
of this minimum distance regulation.

As the minimum distance requirement might also be enforced during flight, a suggested vacant
middle seat in every seat group is another option to be considered [40]. The following assessment
thus combines the boarding process with a safe distance and an empty middle seat in each seat group,
limiting the time two passengers come in very close contact to each other. For a study with 50 iterations,
the average boarding time results in 16:23 min with a standard deviation of 37 s. The deviation
of this result compared to the reference is insignificant (Welch two sample t-test p-value = 0.8092).
This shows that, with the reduced amount of passengers, the boarding sequence has on average the
same duration as the reference scenario. However, as only 120 passengers can board the airplane,
thus reducing the load factor to 66%, the economics of such a scenario render the application in a real
world scenario questionable.

As mentioned in Section 1, there are different other suggestions for boarding procedures with
reduced interaction between passengers such as a window to aisle boarding, rear to front boarding [40]
and even more unconventional concepts [10–12]. These scenarios distribute the passengers throughout
a boarding process in a way that reduces the total amount of contact with already seated passengers.
However, they can cause increased boarding times or aisle areas with high interference between
passengers, as shown in a recent publication for the AVACON research baseline [39].
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6.3. Overview

The following Table 9 highlights the results of the application for both the cabin modifications
and the passenger behavior adaptions performed for this publication. All assessments are conducted
using an Airbus A320 cabin.

Table 9. Overview of the assessment results.

Airbus A320 Scenario Average Boarding Time (min) Standard Deviation (min) Delta (%)

Reference 16:26 00:48 -
Aisle width + 25% 16:08 00:54 (−1.8)
Aisle width + 50% 15:55 00:55 −3.1

Safe distance 27:30 01:19 +67.4
Safe distance + vacant

middle seats 16:23 00:37 (−0.2)

7. Summary

The integration of the newly developed model empowers PAXelerate to simulate a more detailed
boarding process and enables a better understanding of the influence of cabin layout changes to the
aircraft’s boarding performance. This allows for the identification of critical aspects of a cabin layout
such as a local narrowing of the aisle and therefore gives cabin designers the opportunity to tackle
potential issues in an early design phase.

In general, the potential for a swifter boarding process by changing aspects of the cabin layout,
such as altering the aisle width or relocating cabin monuments, may enable airlines to quicken
the turnaround process without high effort. Passengers on the other hand may feel less crowded
during the boarding procedure as potential bottlenecks can be removed in advance by rearranging
monuments. Lastly, the model introduced in this paper also enables insight into potential paths for
future improvements of the design of the AVACON project’s next aircraft iterations and their respective
cabin layouts.

Concerning the COVID-19 assessment, it can be said that the suggested measures may effectively
reduce close contact to other passengers. However, considering the vast economic impact of these
measures by increasing boarding times or reducing the aircraft’s capacity, other mitigation methods
such as an increased hygiene level or facial masks may be economically a less harmful measure to
enable a safe and economic future travel scenario.

8. Future Work

The initial implementation of the new passenger movement model has proven to be a valuable
addition to the PAXelerate boarding simulation. Specific aspects of the boarding simulation and the
movement model in particular provide the potential for future model improvements. As mentioned
previously, this includes the adjustment of the factors and parameters used in the novel movement
model based on real world measurements and experiments during a boarding sequence, monitoring
the impact of cabin monuments and their placement on the walking speed of real humans. This task
will be dealt with during the next steps of the simulation framework enhancement.

Regarding the PAXelerate boarding simulation as a whole, the implementation of an advanced
luggage handling and overhead bin storage model is of high priority. This includes a more realistic
luggage model, incorporating the sizes and weights of luggage and their respective positioning inside
the luggage bins by passengers. The size and position of the luggage bins play a crucial role, as there
might not always be an empty luggage bin close to the passenger’s seat, thus delaying or complicating
the luggage stowing procedure and the flow of passengers.

Lastly, a more detailed analysis of COVID-19 related parameters such as exposure time and
distance between passengers will be introduced in the future, assessing potential paths for an infection
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risk reduction throughout the boarding process. This may also benefit novel methods for the luggage
stowing procedure as well as the de-boarding of the aircraft.
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ϕ Potential of a node
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